Abstract. Fundamental solutions for the free Dirac electron and Einstein photon equations in position coordinates are constructed as matrix valued functionals on the space of bump functions. It is shown that these fundamental solutions are related by a unitary transform via the Cauchy distribution in imaginary time. We study the way the classical relativistic mechanics of the free particle comes from the quantum mechanics of the free Dirac electron.
Introduction
We study fundamental solutions for the Dirac electron equations and the Maxwell equations for electromagnetic field without sources (the photon field) as functionals of space variables, the time is viewed as a parameter.
We first construct the fundamental solutions as analytic functionals in position coordinates, so in momentum coordinates these are functionals on bump functions; then, using a renormalization procedure, we construct the position coordinates presentation of our fundamental solutions as functionals on bump functions.
Specifically, we exploit the Foldy-Wouthuysen presentation of solutions (diagonalized fundamental solutions) of the Dirac and Maxwell equations that reduces them to a scalar transition probability of the Cauchy process in imaginary time, using both momentum and position coordinate presentations of this generalized function.
For a short exposition of main results see [14] .
A particular case of the Dirac equation with m = 0.
Here the Dirac equation looks as (see e.g. [7] )
(1)
We use the system of units where the Planck constant and the velocity of light c are equal to 1. Denote by D t (x) the fundamental solution of (1); its momentum coordinate presentationD t (p) is then
Notice that the matrix γ 0 (γ, p) in (2) is Hermitian, hence it can be diagonalized; it is easy to see that this can be done using a unitary (and Hermitian) operator T (p) =T −1 (p) = where ρ = p 2 1 + p 2 2 + p 2 3 . Therefore (3) provides the fundamental solution of the Dirac equation (1) in momentum space in the Foldy-Wouthuysen variables (see [12] ) (4)D Notice that the Foldy-Wouthuysen transform of solutions of the Dirac equation is an isomorphism. The operator in (4) is diagonal, hence it reduces to two scalar unitary operators that are complex conjugate (5)C it = exp(itρ),C it (p) =C −it == exp(−itρ).
Our problem is to write down the position coordinate presentation of these operators.
Recall that a probability density
, whose Fourier transform is exp(−|p 1 |), was first studied by Cauchy; the corresponding 1-dimensional process has transition probability t π(t 2 +x 2 1 )
= C t (x 1 ), t ≥ 0; the Cauchy process in 3-dimensional space has transition probability (6) t π 2 (t 2 + r 2 ) 2 = C t (x), where r = x 2 1 + x 2 2 + x 2 3 , t ≥ 0, with the momentum presentation exp(−tρ), ρ = p 2 1 + p 2 2 + p 2 3 (see [6] ). Notice that C t (x) = j=1,2,3 C t (x j ) and that process is not Gaussian. So the passage from the 3-dimensional problem C it (x) to the 1-dimensional one C it (x 1 ) can be performed only through integration
Therefore the construction of the position space presentation of operators (5) is reduced to a correct analytic continuation of operator (6) from real positive time to the imaginary one, which is possible if C it (x) andC it (x) are understood as generalized functions (see [2] ).
One-dimensional Cauchy distribution in imaginary time
Consider first one-dimensional case with the momentum space retarded Green's function exp(it|p 1 |) =C it (p) which is the analytic continuation to imaginary time of the momentum space transition probability of the Cauchy processC t (p) = exp(−t|p 1 |), t ≥ 0. Therefore the result is not Gaussian as well; it is natural to call it one-dimensional Cauchy process in imaginary time.
We assume first that the functionalC it (p) is defined on the space of bump test functions K (1) , and the retarded Green's function C it (x) is analytic functional on Z (1) (see [2] ). Consider Parseval's identity
where ϕ ∈ K (1) is a bump function and ψ(x) ∈ Z (1) is its Fourier transform which is an entire function of order 1 (Paley-Wiener theorem, see [2] ).
Thus the r.h.s. in (7) equals
Since exp(it|p|) and ψ(x) are entire functions and ψ(x) decays rapidly at infinity near the real axis (see [2] ), the integral along real axis x in (8) equals the integral along any axis parallel to the real one. It is easy to see that one can choose the integration path so that the integral by p converges absolutely (and its value can be found in a list of integrals). Indeed, (8) becomes
which defines C it (x) as an analytic even functional on test functions ψ(x) ∈ Z (1) :
That functional can be written as well as
where the integration of the first summand is performed along the boundary of a rectangular strip that contains the real line. Thus
and, as well,
It is clear that the other functional in (5) isC it (x) = C −it (x).
Remark. The functional C it (x) we have constructed can be also viewed as a functional on the space of bump test functions K (1) . Then
Here the functional
regularizes, and the integral tϕ(x) t 2 −x 2 dx is understood as Cauchy's principal value, see [2] and below. By abuse of notation, we denote the regularized functional by C it (x) as well. A reason for this is that the Fourier transformC it (p) of that functional, as seen from Parseval's identity
where ψ(p) ∈ Z (1) and the integral is understood as the principal value, is an analytic functionalC it (p) = exp(it|p|) on Z
(1) .
Therefore we have proved the next Theorem (I): The inverse Fourier transform of the functional exp(it|p|) on
on the bump test functions space K (1) . We call that generalized function C it (x) one-dimensional quantum Cauchy functional.
Notice that C it (x) (see (10) ) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
(here * is the convolution of generalized functions), the existence of the convolution follows from the structure of the Fourier imageC it (p) as a functional on Z (1) . It is clear that the infinitesimal operators (generators) J C (x) and JC (x) that correspond to C it (x) andC it (x) are, respectively, − i πx 2 and i πx 2 . Therefore the quantum Cauchy functionals C it (x) andC it (x) satisfy the equations
and they are fundamental solutions of these equations (see [13] ).
The space Cauchy distribution in imaginary
time and the massless Dirac particle
Consider now the momentum space retarded Green's functionC it (p) = exp(itρ) in (5) which is the analytic continuation to imaginary time of the space Cauchy process transition probability C t (x) viewed in the momentum coordinates. It is natural to call this process the space Cauchy process in imaginary time. As in one-dimensional case, we first assume that the functionalC it (p) is defined on the space of bump test functions ϕ(p) ∈ K (3) (see [2] ).
We find C it (x) using Parseval's identity that recovers a functional C it (x) on Z (3) from its Fourier transformC it (p) which is a functional on K (3) . Namely, we have
exp(itρ)ϕ(p)dp,
is a bump function and ψ(x) ∈ Z (3) is its Fourier transform which is an entire function of first order (see [2] ).
Consider in more details the integral in the r.h.s. of (13); since ϕ(p) = exp(i(x, p))ψ(x)dx, one has
Rewriting the inner integral in spherical coordinates, we get
where S 1 is the unit sphere in 3-dimensional space, and dS 1 (p e ) its area element. Therefore the functional
is the sought-for inverse Fourier transform of the functional exp(itρ). We rewrite it using the fact that ψ(x) ∈ Z (3) and an orthogonal change of variables x = Ay, y 1 = (x, p e ) (so y 2 , y 3 are in the plane defined by equation
Since exp(iρy 1 ) is an entire function of y 1 , the shift of the integration path into complex plane y 1 → y 1 + i0 does not change the integral; then the integral by ρ converges absolutely and uniformly, and one has
where the contour in the first integral goes around the real axis. Consider the first summand; by Cauchy's theorem one has
Use the fact that in 3-space one has "flat waves decomposition of the δ-function"
) which is a solution, in the generalized functions language, of the Radon problem of reconstruction of ψ(0) from the integrals of ψ along all planes (x, p e ) = 0. Thus
where δ St (x) is δ-function of the sphere of radius t and center at 0, and ψ(x) St is the average of ψ(t) over that sphere. From this, by (16) we see that C it (x) is an analytic functional on Z
It is important that this analytic functional can be viewed on bump functions ϕ(x) ∈ K (3) as well; then the integration over the unit sphere can be performed explicitly, and one has
In order to define that functional on the whole space K (3) we need to regularize the functional t (t 2 +r 2 ) 2 . One proceeds as follows. Consider the integral
where ϕ(x)) Sr = Φ(r) is the average of ϕ(x) along the sphere of radius r with center at 0. Then Φ(r) ∈ K (1) is an even bump function, see [2] . Therefore the integral
is a functional defined on the subspace of even bump functions in K (1) . One has 4r
Notice also that the functional
t−r dr is defined on arbitrary odd bump functions, hence the functional
is defined on arbitrary bump functions ϕ(r) ∈ K (1) . So we have reduced the regularization of the functional in (19) to the already considered regularization in dimension one (10) .
As in 1-dimensional case, we keep to denote the quantum Cauchy functional by C it (x) and its momentum coordinate presentation byC it (p), understood now as functionals on K (3) and Z (3) .
Thus we have proved Theorem (II): The inverse Fourier transform of the functional exp(itρ) on Z
is equal to the spherically symmetric functional
. We call this generalized function C it (x) the space quantum Cauchy functional. 
does not lie in the Minkowski world. The solutions of the Dirac equations (3) and the Dirac equations in the Foldy-Wouthuysen coordinates are isomorphic.
The shape ofC it (p) implies that C it (x), viewed as a functional on the space of bump functions K (3) ¡ is a retarded Green's function hence satisfies the ChapmanKolmogorov equation
where 0 ≤ τ ≤ t. Notice that the convolution is well defined sinceC it (p) = exp(itρ) is a functional on Z (3) . Notice also that the generator of this retarded Green's function C it (x) equals i π 2 r −4 . Thus the functional C it (x) is a fundamental solution of an integral equation (see [13] )
The results of this work are based on the study of those quantum Cauchy functionals C it (x) andC it (x).
Einstein's photons and the quantum Cauchy functional
Consider the equations for electromagnetic field without sources
here E t (x) and H t (x) are, respectively, electric and magnetic fields or a photon field. We study solutions of these equations in Majorana coordinates for M t (x) = E t (x) + iH t (x),M t (x) = E t (x) − iH t (x) (see [1] ).
The equations for them in the momentum coordinatesM t (p),M t (p) are
Here (S, p) = Σ 3 j=1 s j p j where
are the photon spin operators, so the operator
Consider the system of equations (22). First notice that the conditions in (22) are automatically satisfied since ∂ ∂t (pM t (p)) = 0 as follows from (22). The roots of the characteristic polynomial of the Hermitian matrix (S, p) are ±ρ (ρ = p 2 1 + p 2 2 + p 2 3 ) and 0, so this matrix is degenerate. Therefore
Therefore the fundamental solution of (24) viewed in the momentum coordinates is the direct productM
andM t (p) =M −t (p) which are analytic functionals on Z (3) . Therefore M t (x), as the position coordinate presentation of the generalized functionM t (p), is a functional on ϕ(x) ∈ K (3) , and we have 
Corollary 2 of theorem (II). The fundamental solution of the Maxwell equation (3). viewed as a functional on
K (3) , has structure M t (x) = Q + (x) * M F t (x) * Q(x) × Q + (x) * M F t (x) * Q(x), where functional M F t (x) =  C it (x) o 0 0 C it (x) 0 0 0 δ(x)
A modified one-dimensional Cauchy functional
Consider the Dirac equation for a mass m particle (see [7] )
Its fundamental solution in the momentum coordinates is
Since the above inner bracket is an Hermitian matrix, it can be diaonalized by a unitary (and Hermitian) transformT
Here γ 0 m 2 + ρ 2 is the momentum coordinates Foldy-Wouthuysen presentation for the energy of the Dirac electron (see [12] ), andD mF t (p) = exp(itγ 0 m 2 + ρ 2 ) is the momentum coordinates Foldy-Wouthuysen presentation for the fundamental solution of the Dirac electron equation, see [12] .
We will call
the momentum coordinates presentation of the modified quantum Cauchy functional.
It is clear that we need to know the position coordinate presentation of that functional in order to construct D m t (x). Our task now is to compute the inverse Fourier transform ofD mF t (p) in onedimensional case; to do this, we compute the inverse Fourier transform of the functionalC m it (p) as a generalized function on Z
(1) by a method we used to solve a similar problem above. Namely, we find C m it (x) from Parseval's identity
where ψ(x) ⊂ Z (1) and ϕ(p) ∈ K (1) . We compute the right integral by deforming the path of integration to make it absolutely convergent exp(it m 2 + p 2 )( exp(ixp)ψ(x)dx)dp =
SinceC m it (p) is even with respect to p one has (31) ( exp(it m 2 + p 2 ) exp(ixp)dp)ψ(
since the integrals with sine vanish by the Cauchy theorem. One has (see [11] formula 3.914)
where K 1 is the Macdonald function (see [9] , 3.7, formula 6); here t and x are real and t > 0. We view this as an equality of analytic functionals
where ψ(x) ∈ Z (1) . Since cosine is an even function, we can move the integration path, so one has
The latter equality can be continued analytically to t in the imaginary axis:
and Parseval's identity (30) yields
where the first integral is taken along the boundary of an infinite rectangular strip that contains the real axis. Since
(see [9] , 3.7, formulas (6), (2)), the function under the contour integral sign in (33) has simple poles at points t and −t. So, by Cauchy's theorem, one has (35)
The functional C m it (x), just as C it (x) above, can be seen to be defined on all the bump functions ϕ(x) ∈ K (1) ; then the integral in the r.h.s. should be regularized since, by (34), the function under the integral has simple poles on the real line at t and −t.
This can be done as follows. Set (see (10) and (35))
then B(t, x) and B(t, x) −1 are infinitely differentiable functions that have no zeros in any finite domain with t ≥ 0. And (34) implies that B(t, ±t) = 1.
Consider the functional C it (x)B(t, x); one has
One also has C m it (x)B −1 (t, x) = C it (x). Therefore, by (37), the regularization of the functional
is reduced to the interpretation of the integrals in the r.h.s. as the integrals in the sense of Cauchy's principal value.
Also, using (34), we get a relation between the functionals C m it (x) and C it (x):
Note that to the modified quantum Cauchy functional C m it (x) there corresponds a generator
, so the next equation (see [13] ) is satisfied
and C m it (x) is its fundamental solution. Therefore C m it (x) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
where the convolution is well defined due to the structure ofC 
. We call this generalized function C m it (x) the one-dimensional modified quantum Cauchy functional.
The modified space quantum Cauchy functional and the free Dirac electron
We construct now the inverse Fourier transform of the functionalC m it (p) as a generalized function on Z (1) using the same method as was used to solve the similar problem for the quantum Cauchy functional. Namely, we find C m it (x) from Parseval's identity
where ϕ(p) ∈ K (3) and ψ(x) ∈ Z (3) . Since ϕ(p) = exp(i(x, p))ψ(x)dx, we see, rewriting the integral in spherical coordinates, that
(here we use sin(ρ(x, p e ))dS 1 (p e ) = 0). As in (10), we perform the orthogonal change of variables x = Ay, and set y 1 = (x, p e ), ξ(y) = ψ(x), and Ξ(y 1 ) = ξ(u)dy 2 dy 3 ∈ Z (1) .
Since cos(ρy 1 ) is an even function, we can shift the integration path from the real axis y 1 in (40) to the complex domain y 1 → y 1 + i0, so
Interpreting (32) as an equality of analytic functionals, we get
As a result of analytic continuation by y 1 , we can analytically continue the above equality to t on the imaginary line:
Therefore (40) implies that
Since the function we integrate in (44) is analytic and Ξ (2) ∈ Z (1) , one has
where the integration in the first summand is along a contour around the real axis. Consider that summand; then (34) implies that the function we integrate has poles at t and −t. By the Cauchy theorem
This implies
Therefore the "decomposition of δ-function by flat waves" we have already used (see [2] ) shows that C m it (x) is an analytic functional on Z (3) :
If we consider that functional on K (3) , then integrals along S 1 in the last two summands can be computed, and one has Consider C it (x)B(t, r) (see (19)) as a functional on K (3) ; then
so the asked for regularization of the integral in (54) is reduced to the already performed regularization of the functional C it (x) (see (19)).
We notice also that there is a natural relation
It is clear that the functional C m it (x) is the fundamental solution of an integral equation
that satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
the convolution is well defined due to the structure ofC 
. We call that functional the modified space quantum Cauchy functional.
Corollary. The fundamental solution of the Dirac equation (1) is a matrix- (4), (5)), where
clearly does not lie in Minkowski's world. Yet the solutions of the Dirac equation (26) and the Dirac equation in the Foldy-Wouthuysen coordinates are isomorphic.
Therefore the evolution of Dirac's electron is reduced to its evolution in the Foldy-Wouthuysen coordinates (that preserves spin), after which the operations of the left and right convolutions with T m (x) return the spin to the construction.
On the correspondence principle for the Dirac electron
Consider now the problem of construction of a quasi-classical solution to the Dirac electron equations in more details (cf. [10] ).
Recall that the fundamental solution of the Dirac electron equation in the momentum coordinates isD
is as in (27). To return to physical coordinates we have to change m by −1 cm 0 , where m 0 is the invariant mass of the electron, and t by ct (see [12] ); then, by (27), when → 0 one hasT m (p) → I henceD m t (p) →D mF t (p), i.e., the quasi-classical limit for the fundamental solution of the Dirac electron equation equals to that of its Foldy-Wouthuysen transform.
Returning to physical units in (50) we get (see also [3] )
where L = (ct) 2 − r 2 is the relativistic interval. Therefore, since K 1 (z) z→∞ ≃ π 2z exp(−z) (see [9] , 7.23, formula 1), we see that the second summand of C m it (x) in (57) has factor exp( i m 0 cL).
Since is small, the exponent in C m it (x) for r > ct is real and decreasing, so C m it (x) is supported at values r < ct when → 0. Now C m it (x) depends on r and t via the relativistic eikonal cm 0 L of a free particle, and the traditional argument (see [7] , [8] ) shows that for → 0 there appears the classical trajectory of electron viewed as a free relativistic particle.
We emphasize that the classical relativistic limit for the quantum relativistic particle of nonzero mass comes from the imaginary summand of Green's functional which has unbounded support.
This implies, in particular, that it is impossible to interpret the quantization of a classical relativistic particle as consideration of arbitrary trajectories in the classical action integral, as it happens for the nonrelativistic theory (see [8] , [10] ). Notice also that in quantum relativistic case, as follows from (57), the dependence from the eikonal is exponential only in the quasi-classical approximation. This characteristic property of quantization of the classical relativistic particles should be accounted for in the quantum theory.
Conclusion
The present work shows the special role of the quantum Cauchy functionals (which are the imaginary time Cauchy distributions) on the bump functions for understanding the solutions of the relativistic quantum mechanics equations.
These quantum Cauchy functionals appear naturally when one constructs solutions of the Dirac and Maxwell equations in the position coordinates in the FoldyWouthuysen form. Yet the physical facts, that correspond to these functionals, are beyond the casual classical Minkowski world.
With the help of the quantum Cauchy functionals, we observe a fundamental relation between solutions of the Dirac and Maxwell equations and find unitary transformations that interchange bosons and fermions without leaving the classical Minkowski world, which may be related to a possibility of construction of the F. A. Berezin superinteraction theory (see [4] ).
